METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FAILURE RESILIENT FORWARDING OF DATA OVER A COMPUTER NETWORK

Abstract:
In one embodiment, the present invention is a method and apparatus for failure-resilient forwarding of data over a computer network. In one embodiment, a marker is introduced into the data stream (206), e.g., at the sending node, and allows, in turn, forwarding nodes (206) and/or receivers to efficiently track data stream reception. The marker functions as a checkpoint for the data transport process, and is identified and indexed at each forwarding node and receiver (208, 209). Each receiver saves the marker prior to delivering data to an application (214), thereby designating a point in the data stream at which all preceding data is confirmed to have been delivered to the application. Thus, if a forwarding node fails, the receiver may request stream data from an alternate forwarding node by specifying to the alternate forwarding node to provide data starting from the marker.
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